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Fikri Zul Fahmi (1987) is lecturer in urban and 
regional planning in the School of Architecture, 
Planning and Policy Development at Institut 
Teknologi Bandung (ITB), Indonesia. He holds a 
bachelor degree in Urban and Regional 
Planning from ITB and a Research Master 
degree in Regional Studies from University of 
Groningen. This book is the outcome of the PhD 
research project that he conducted in the 
Faculty of Spatial Sciences at the University of 
Groningen.

This book looks into the feasibility of promoting 
creative industries as an instrument for regional 
economic development in developing 
economies in general, and in Indonesia in 
particular. The concept of creative industries 
has been built upon specific contexts and 
phenomena in developed countries. 

Today, developing countries also adopt the idea 
of promoting creative industries as a tool for 
national and local development. However, the 
position of these industries in socioeconomic 
development in a developing economy is still 
unclear. 

This book presents four studies which show 
that the development of creative industries in a 
developing country such as Indonesia has 
di�erent meanings, patterns and impacts than 
those in the developed world.
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Preface

In the summer of 2013 I was informed that my application for a PhD position in the 
Faculty of Spatial Sciences was accepted. This was indeed very great news, as I got 
a chance to live for some more time in Groningen, a favourite city for many people. 
At the same time, I realised that I had to really continue with this ‘creative economy’ 
stuff, the topic of my master thesis. I had never thought before that I would wake up 
to and go to bed thinking about this topic. Now, I have accomplished this project, 
and gratefully, without any significant obstacles. This would have never been 
possible without help and support of many people. It is thus my great pleasure to 
express my gratitude to them.

I would like to sincerely thank my promotor, Jouke van Dijk, who undoubtedly 
is a very nice person. Jouke, you are always positive and encouraging me to stay 
focussed, yet enjoy the PhD process. You’ve always motivated me whenever my 
papers got rejected (or returned with huge revisions) by the journals. You always 
remind me to be proud of myself and my achievements. You are always there when 
I need anything, substantially and financially. Despite your busy schedule, you are 
always easily accessible. You reply to my emails sometimes within seconds. 

In the past three years I have worked closely with Sierdjan Koster, my daily 
supervisor. Sierdjan, I can’t thank you enough for these amazing three years. You 
have really helped me going through this ‘mission impossible’. I definitely learnt a 
lot from you and, not to mention, I am now strongly influenced by your academic 
and writing style. To be honest, meeting your expectations and standards was 
sometimes not easy. But I knew you wanted me to realise that I am actually more 
than I thought – that I can move outside my comfort zone. Now I look back to the 
way I’ve been going through; it’s unbelievably worthwhile. Bedankt voor je steun, en 
gewoon omdat je zo geweldig bent.

I am also indebted to Philip McCann, who was involved in the writing of Chapter 2. 
It is worth mentioning that he was the one who brought me up to the research topic. 
When I did the Research Masters programme, on a course called Scientific Reading, 
we had to read the book reviews on Richard Florida’s creative class. Although my 
research project is not looking into the creative class, Philip suggested me to look 
at the institutionalisation processes of the creative economy as the master thesis 
research – which then led to this PhD. Philip, thanks for all the ‘good stuff ’, insightful 
comments and discussions, your input has been great to my research.

I would like to thank Prof. Tommy Firman, Prof. Frank Vanclay and Prof. Hans 
Westlund for evaluating my thesis.

I owe a debt of gratitude to my colleagues and friends who helped me going 
through the ‘Permanent Head Damage’ period. First, I appreciate invaluable help 
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of the Reading Group: Gintare Morkute (also for being my paranymph), Marije 
Hamersma, Jasper Heslinga, Yang Zhang. Thanks for sharing ideas and all the 
critical, yet very useful comments on the papers. 

My thanks go to my cool, smart, sometimes too noisy, office mates in 2.38 and 
2.32: Richard, Dennis, Jelmer, Rixt, Dylan and Dani (also for his help in developing 
multilevel models in Chapter 5). Thanks for sharing stories and helping each 
other in any substantial, unsubstantial and technical issues. I am grateful that 
Marten Middeldorp helped me translating the thesis summary into Dutch. I have 
also been happy having helpful and friendly colleagues, among others, Heike, 
Michiel, Liliana, Aleid, Viktor, Ward, Debbie, Ziad and other people in Economic 
Geography and the Faculty of Spatial Sciences. Also thanks Jeannet and Alida for 
help in administrative stuff.

Friends come and go during my PhD period. I am grateful for having friends who 
helped me cure home sickness and bittersweet moments in the past three years. 
Mas Fean, thanks for all the random times especially during the last stage of my 
PhD, and also for becoming my paranymph. I thank my (former) housemates, ka 
Izul + teh Alia + Alisha, Ali + Liany, Almas, Ucon, Salva, Ali + Yosay for sharing 
not just a house, but home.

Ujegs: Fanny, mas Ok, Yovi, Bakazz a.k.a. kak Fahri (who also helped getting some 
data), despite all the things that we couldn’t even explain, thanks for being so 
amazing. Thanks for every single meme you shared. I’ve been thankful for all the 
good times we had.

I am obliged to thank pak Asmoro + bu Rini + mas Adi + Ifa (+ Riffat) for kindly 
sending food early in the morning, even when I was still asleep. Thanks mba Ira 
and mba Nur for welcoming me in their homes – maaf ngerepotin terus ya. Niken, 
Dedes, Fitri, thanks for all the cupcake and bala-bala times. Reren, Sofi a.k.a. 
kacopi, mba Fitri+ mas Kus, Guntur, Didin, Windi, Shidiq, nyai Tiur, thanks for 
sharing happiness, food and unforgettable moments. Mba Wini, thanks for nice 
talks and help in statistics.

I thank all friends and families in Groningen, PPIG and deGromiest, who have 
been kind and helpful: Adhyat + Nuri, Delphine, kang Intan and family, mas Zainal 
+ mbak Ayu, mas Didik + mbak Rosel, mba Mita and family, pak Taufiq and family, 
Satria, mba Vera, bu Ima, mas Ronny, teh Susan + kang Bino, Azis + Amalina, 
mbak Icha + mas Krisna, mas Kadek + mbak Laksmi, mas Donny + mbak Nieke, 
mas Edy, bang Donny + kak Citra (also for help in statistics), kang Iqbal + teh 
Eryth, kang Robby + teh Lia Atwa, mba Lia + mas Yayok, mas Asrofi, kang Zaki 
+ teh Sella, mas Joko, Sasa, Ida, Fika, mas Hegar, Azka, pak Tatang + bu Rohmah, 
budhe Arie + om Herman, Uwak Asiyah, mba Ria, May, Dina, budhe Nunung, and 
other people that cannot all be listed here.
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I thank Prof. Hari Wibisono, Indonesian Education and Culture Attaché for the 
Netherlands, for the good and motivating talks.

I am grateful to ITB colleagues and friends who helped and cheered me up during 
the 2015 fieldwork: bos Delik, ibuk Yunie, pak Adiwan, ceu Ida, bu Anda, Bohok, 
Dhimas, and other youngsters in PWD. Especially, a bunch of thanks to Yustina 
Octivanny who helped me preparing administrative stuff before, during and after 
fieldwork.

I appreciate all the respondents and the people who helped me meet them, among 
others: Pak Arif Budiman, Pak Eko, mbak Fitri, pak Rizky, mas Gurit, mas Adit, 
kang Fiki, kang Dendy, teh Fifi, kang Ihsan, kang Ade, Nisrin, Ishma + Hilman, 
Handini, Debby, and mba Dwi Esti. I also thank para abang GoJek who picked up 
and sent me to the places where I met the interviewees.

I thank colleagues at the conferences whom I met and gave me feedback on my 
papers: GeoInnov Utrecht 2014, ERSA St Petersburg 2014, ERSA Summer School 
Poznan 2014, GCI Hong Kong 2015, ERSA Lisbon 2015, Planocosmo Bandung 2015, 
RSAN Nijmegen 2016 and ERSA Vienna 2016. I also appreciate the anonymous 
referee in Cities who helped me find the essential difference between creative and 
traditional cultural industries I mean in this thesis. Although he had me to do 
major revisions twice(!) and to read non-geography/economics literature, now I 
feel confident with my argument on the definitional issue of creative industries.

Importantly, I would like to thank my family, Mimih, Apa, Ende, Didik, Nenek, 
for all the love, supports and prayers. Jazakumullahu khairan. Hatur nuhun kana 
sagala kasaean, piduana, kasabaranna salami lima taun ieu. For this, I dedicate this 
book to them.

Finally, Alhamdulillah, all praise to Allah the Almighty, who grants ease after 
hardship, who guides me in every single step in my life.

Groningen, September 2016

Fikri Zul Fahmi
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